Total Water Management. Integrated Solutions.

MIDSTREAM SERVICES

Benefits
• Frees capital for drilling / completion programs
• Reduces water supply costs and lease operating expenses
• Reduces resources required by Operator

Services are Tailored to the Customer’s Needs
• Drilling
  - Fresh water
  - Brine

• Completions
  - Flowback
  - Recycled water - cleaned to Operator’s specifications and delivered to location
  - Fresh water

• Production
  - Recycle / blend water for completions
  - Salt water disposal – pipeline solutions or trucked

Allow Basic Energy Services To Be Your Water Midstream Partner
• Full or part ownership by Basic Energy Services
  - Providing all or part of capital, Basic can design, build, drill and operate: pipeline infrastructure and SWDs
  - Basic recycles blended water cleaned to customer’s specifications
  - Basic will provide transportation of recycled water
  - Water asset can be monetized when the Customer sells their asset

• Coop Gathering Line
  - Basic builds and owns gathering pipeline to SWD
  - Basic provides disposal services for any Operator wanting to connect and lower LOE

• Contract Operator
  - Customer owned infrastructure
  - Customer and/or Basic designs and builds infrastructure and/or drills SWDs
  - Basic operates as Contractor to Customer

www.basicenergyservices.com